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Upgrade and support for tventysix (26) type approved ADVETO
ECDIS-4000 in Norway
Swedish ADVETO has through its distributor Westronic in Bergen secured an order
consisting of software and ECDIS-kernel upgrade and new continuous 36 month support
for twenty six High Speed Crafts (HSC) passenger catamarans. The customer is Norled,
the major HSC operator in Norway.

Tyrving (above) is one of the tventysix HSC passenger catamarans to be upgraded. Photo Adveto

“ADVETO has the best ECDIS on the market for the HSC vessels”
“Westronic started to work with ADVETO´s ECDIS many years ago. I must conclude that
according to my opinion ADVETO has the best ECDIS and also the best upgrading program on
the market” says Arild Mathiessen, Sales & Project Engineer at Westronic AS in Bergen.
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“ECDIS-4000 from ADVETO has features like multi routes, advanced predictors, the
alternative night presentation and download of PRIMAR charts and chart updates over
Internet directly into the ECDIS. This makes ADVETO ECDIS an ideal system for HSC
operation.”
“We are proud to have Norled as a very demanding customer. They have many High Speed
Crafts and has an ambitious upgrading program” says Kent Sylvén, Managing Director of
ADVETO. “Even more so since Norway is one of the most densely populated HSC areas
in the world and Norled is the largest operator in Northern Europe.”

ADVETO
ADVETO Advanced Technology AB is a real pioneer in Electronic Navigation Systems.
ADVETO started already in the mid 1980´s. ADVETO systems are used all across the
world on all types of ships and by many National Maritime Administrations. They have
become increasingly popular onboard High Speed Crafts and especially with those
operating in archipelagos. The majority of our users are still found in Scandinavia but
with a rapidly growing number of users around the world.
For further information:
Kent Sylvén, Managing Director
ADVETO Advanced Technology AB
Box 8028, SE-163 08 SPÅNGA, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 8 366905
Cell: +46 705 366908
Fax: +46 8 361885
E-mail: kent.sylven@adveto.se
Web: www.adveto.com

Westronic
Westronic AS is specialized in marine electronics and focuses primarily on communication
and navigation and provides complete solutions onboard ships. The company also provides
GPS equipment for military applications. Westronic is also developing and producing
customer specific solutions within the field of marine electronics. Westronic represents a
broad range of the finest Marine Electronics manufacturers in the industry and offers
knowledgeable sales people, and factory trained installation technicians and service
personnel.
For further information:
Arild Sverre Mathiesen, Sales & Project Engineer
Westronic AS
Damsgårdsveien 163, 5162 LAKSEVÅG, NORWAY
Tel: +47 553 49 070
Cell: +47 951 73 444
Fax: +47 553 49 071
E-mail: sales@westronic.no
Web: www.westronic.no
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